PLAYER HIT BY THE BALL

BALL TRAVELLING TO THE FRONT WALL

- DIRECTLY
- SIDE WALL
- FURTHER ATTEMPT
- TURNING

BALL TRAVELLING FROM THE FRONT WALL

- NON-STRIKER HIT
  - WITH INTERFERENCE
  - NO INTERFERENCE
    - WITH PREVIOUS ATTEMPT
    - NO PREVIOUS ATTEMPT

- STRIKER HIT
  - NO INTERFERENCE
  - WITH INTERFERENCE

- STROKE TO STRIKER
  - SAME IF REFRAINS

- STROKE TO NON-STRIKER
  - SAME IF REFRAINS
    - IF DELIBERATE INTERCEPTION STROKE TO STRIKER
      - IF STRIKER REFRAINS YES LET

- LET
  - SAME IF REFRAINS

NORMAL RETURN
WINNING RETURN

STROKE TO STRIKER
STROKE TO NON-STRIKER
STROKE TO NON-STRIKER